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We have now fully embedded our “Classroom 

Conversations – Peer Observation” process 

which sees our teachers working together as a 

means to obtaining effective feedback on their 

teaching. This I believe has had a significant 

impact on our results as we all strive to 

improve the ways in which we work. 

2017 has seen Dianella Secondary College 

achieve some outstanding results both 

collectively and for individual students with 

some areas of improvement identified. 

• A 99% attainment rate with a lower than 

expected median ATAR of 60%, down 8% 

from 2016. 

• NAPLAN results saw our year 9 cohort 

achieve a “high progress and high 

achievement in all categories against like 

schools 

• Two students gained a “Certificate of 

Distinction and a Certificate of Merit 

respectively.” 

On behalf of Dianella Secondary College staff 

and school board I would like to thank our 

school community, community partners and 

those who have supported us in making 2017 

a highly successful year.  

 

Wayne Austin
Principal 

IT IS WITH PLEASURE THAT I PRESENT THE 
DIANELLA SECONDARY COLLEGE 

Annual Report 2017
This report provides parents and members of 

the wider community with information about 

Dianella Secondary College’s activities and 

academic performance over the past year. It 

highlights the school’s strengths and identifies 

areas for improvement as we move towards the 

future. Importantly we will continue to provide 

a quality education that is based on the needs 

of our students with a focus on quality teaching, 

student welfare and student achievement.

School accountability and governance is a critical 

element of school operations. Our school board 

continues to play a vital role in providing support, 

effective feedback and expertise in their area 

of business. This includes tertiary education, 

community service groups, local government 

and parent representation. We are in an envious 

position to have such varied and professional 

knowledge helping both staff and students. 

2017 has been a year where we successfully 

achieved a number of firsts.

1. Our first year as Dianella Secondary College.

2. Our first year as an Independent Public School. 

3. Our first year implementing the ECU 

University Pathway Scholarship.

Looking towards 2018 we will continue to 

grow our brand by reaching out to our local 

area primary schools, continuing to refine and 

improve the ECU scholarship while continuing 

to work closely with our partners. We also aim 

to implement a number of highly successful 

mentoring programs in partnership with RAISE 

and the Organisation of African Community. 

I would, as customary, like to congratulate the 

many experienced and dedicated staff, both 

teaching and non-teaching who have made 

an outstanding contribution to the successful 

outcomes achieved by our students. I am both 

extremely proud and grateful for the dedication 

and support they provide. 



Vision 
Dianella Secondary College is committed to 
delivering an innovative and quality education that 
inspires a passion for lifelong learning.

We have high expectations of our 

students and ourselves. We set 

standards of excellence and strive 

to achieve them. The standards and 

expectations challenge all of us to 

give of our best.

We have a positive approach 

to learning and encourage it 

in others; we advance student 

learning based on our belief that 

all students have the capacity to 

learn.

Learning Excellence
V a l u e s 



Understanding the Annual Report 

The annual report provides parents, caregivers and 

members of the community with an overview of Dianella 

Secondary College’s performance over the 2017 school 

year. It provides a raft of information about student 

performance, student attendance, school priorities and 

financial management.

We recognise the differing 

circumstances and needs of 

our students and are dedicated 

to achieving the best possible 

outcomes for all. We strive to 

create workplaces and learning 

environments that are free 

of discrimination, abuse or 

exploitation.

We treat all individuals with care. 

Our relationships are based on trust, 

mutual respect and the acceptance 

of responsibility. We recognise the 

value of working in partnership 

with parents/carers and the wider 

community in providing a quality 

education for our students.

Equity Care

A s p i r a t i o n a l  G o a l 
Create a school that sees Dianella Secondary College as a high performing, 

responsive, vibrant and innovative facility that is a school of choice for parents.



ECU Pathway Scholarships 
In February 2017, Dianella Secondary College officially 

launched the Edith Cowan University (ECU) Scholarship 

Program. The aim of the scholarship is to expose students 

to the opportunities that university can offer while 

assisting them to develop the 21st-century skill sets while 

providing a range of support mechanisms in gaining 

university entry.  

The recipients receive a once of $500 payment towards 

school fees, an ECU alumni mentor, participation in select 

educational programs delivered by ECU and enrolment 

into a special STEM program till year 10.  

Each year a total of fifteen scholarships are provided, 

although this was increased to eighteen in 2017 due to 

the number of high quality applicants. 

Book Week
To celebrate Book Week, the English Department 

organised numerous events throughout the week to 

celebrate literacy. The theme of book week this year was 

“Escape to Everywhere”.

With a focus on Harry Potter, Dianella Secondary College 

was turned into a magical world. The English teachers 

went all out and decorated the corridor leading to their 

office, transforming the English wing of the school into 

Kings Cross station with a platform 9 3/4. A “Golden 

Snitch” (made out of decoration balls and emu feathers) 

was hidden each day around the campus for students to 

find. The lucky winner was presented with a prize, a novel 

of their choice. 

Sydney Dance excursion
On the 14th of September, nine Dianella Secondary 

College Dance students travelled to Sydney to participate 

in the Australian Dance Festival. The group took part 

in numerous workshops in genres ranging from 

Contemporary to Afro Fusion. Students learnt from some 

of the best national and international choreographers 

and were able to view a number of live performances. 

Included in the tour were sightseeing tours to the Sydney 

Harbour Bridge and the Sydney Opera House. 

 

Highlights 

Additional Highlights

Rotary 4 Way Speaking Competition

Aspire UWA Program

Zoo Excursions

NAPLAN & OLNA Testing

RUOK Day

Outdoor Education Camps

After School Athletics Training

Year 7-10 Lightning Carnivals

Athletics Carnival

Swimming Lessons

Swimming Carnival

Year 6 Transition Program 

(including STEM sessions)

Year 5 T&E Transition Program

Year 12 Ball

Smith Family Media Club

ANZAC Day 

NAIDOC Day

Indigenous Mural Painting

Japanese Exchange Program

Performing Arts Workshops

Choreography Night

Arts Showcase

 



Sporting Carnival

Dianella Secondary College provides students 

with a vast range of sporting opportunities in a 

number of competitions throughout the year. 

Despite being a relative small senior high school, 

our students are able to compete and achieve some 

fantastic results. Whether it is soccer, athletics, netball 

or basketball our students are to be congratulated 

on not only their performance but their 

behaviour and attitude.



Partnerships

Edith Cowan University
We continued to enjoy a successful 

partnership with Edith Cowan Univer-

sity (ECU) in 2017, with a number of 

programs being delivered. ECU provided 

student mentors to Year 10 students to 

help support and guide them through 

their studies as part of the ECU Mates 

program. We have also continued to host 

pre-service teachers, further strengthen-

ing our working relationship. 

New North Education Initiative
The New North Education Initiative (NNEI) is a 

collaborative partnership between Balga, Eastern Hills, 

Girrawheen, Dianella and Morley Senior High Schools. 

This unique partnership provides enhanced opportunities 

for students and the best educational delivery for young 

adult learning. The purpose of this alliance is to allow 

students at these schools to access a wider breadth of 

Senior School curriculum courses with specialist teachers, 

while remaining attached to their home school campus. 

This program was formulated in response to community 

demands for excellence in education. 

Matilda Bay Rotary
In 2017, Dianella Secondary College continued its 

partnership with Matilda Bay Rotary as a corporate 

member. Matilda Bay Rotary was involved in numerous 

projects throughout the year including The Rotary 4 Way 

Speaking Test and the Rotary Youth Driver Awareness 

(RYDA) program. In addition to these programs, Matilda 

Bay Rotary sponsored students with learning difficulties 

and provided after school tutoring from industry-leading 

professionals to Senior School students. 

The Dianella Educational Precinct 
The Dianella Educational Precinct is a partnership between Dianella Primary 

College, Dianella Secondary College Education Support Centre and Dianella 

Secondary College. As a precinct, we are able to foster the concept of a K-12 

model with one entry and one exit. Through this partnership we are able to 

share learning programs, teacher expertise and peer support. We also hold joint 

Harmony Day, NAIDOC and ANZAC Day events. 

E D U C AT I O N  P R E C I N C T

E d u c a t i o n  f o r  L i f e



The Smith Family
Dianella Secondary College continued 

its partnership with The Smith Family 

in 2017. This was achieved through The 

Learning for Life and Saver Plus scholarship 

programs, which support disadvantaged 

families for the duration of their education. 

The partnership also continued the after 

school Media Club and the delivery of the 

Certificate I in Financial Literacy. 

In partnership with the Dianella Education 

Precinct, The Smith Family developed 

a School Community Hub initiative, to 

provide more integrated support for 

disadvantaged students, including programs 

aimed at improving participation and 

academic outcomes and generating greater 

parental and community engagement and 

early intervention, prevention programs.

Royal Life Saving Society Western Australia 
(RLSSWA) 
Dianella Secondary College and RLSSWA is a highly valued 

partnership which benefits not only our school community but 

also the wider community through targeted swimming programs, 

including community members from Culturally and Linguistically 

Diverse (CaLD) backgrounds.

One of the key aims of the Royal Life Saving Society WA is to 

increase access to swimming and water safety education for all 

Western Australians.  However, there are some groups which, for 

various reasons, have lower rates of participation and require 

innovative and targeted programs to support them and break 

down the barriers to participation.

A key objective of Royal Life Saving is to introduce the Swim and 

Survive program to CaLD groups in Western Australia. Research has 

found that within these groups, awareness of the importance of 

swimming and lifesaving skills is significantly less than the rest of 

the population.

The Dianella Secondary College 5 week Swim and Survive 

Program is funded by the WA Swim and Survive Fund. The Royal 

Life Saving Society WA is committed to reducing the number of 

drownings in the West Australian community. The primary aim of 

this partnership is to prevent drowning from occurring through 

education to assist all West Australians in understanding how to 

keep themselves and their families safe around water.

University of Western Australia
In 2017, The University of Western Australia 

partnered with DSC to deliver a comprehensive 

insight into university life through a range 

of activities. The Aspire program includes 

university visits, school visits, WACE revision 

classes and leadership programs. The program 

supports all year levels and is designed to 

encourage those students with aspirations 

of tertiary study. In 2017, we hosted a UWA 

Mathematics Intern who worked with 

numerous teachers throughout the year. 



L e a r n i n g  A r e a  H i g h l i g h t s

English 
The English learning area delivers a range of opportunities that 
is designed to improve the literacy standards of the students. 
This includes:
 
• ATAR 11 and 12 English and EAL/D students joined the 

Drama class for an evening at Subiaco Arts Centre enjoying 
a Yirra Yaarkin production of ‘Conversations with the Dead’.

• Year 10 students were treated to a performance by Bell 
Shakespeare Theatre Company to accompany their study of 
the Bard in Term 3.

• Book Week – English LA promoted reading and the theme 
for 2017 ‘Escape to Everywhere’ with a tribute to Harry 
Potter. Fancy dress prizes, a treasure hunt to find the ‘golden 
snitch’ every day of the week, an English office turned into 
Hogwarts and a visit from the WA Quidditch Team were the 
highlights.

• Year 10.1 students participated in external public speaking 
assessments with Oracy Australia. This was the last year of 
operation for Oracy in WA, therefore the English LA are 
working on forging a new partnership with Matilda Bay 
Rotary Club to continue with our own public speaking 
program for assessment.

• Rotary 4-Way Speaking Contest - successful first heat at 
the end of 2017 with four competent Year 10 students. One 
student will go on to compete in the next rounds in 2018.

• The Sound Way program – a direct instruction method of 
providing remedial literacy lessons – was again delivered 
to the low literacy Year 7 class. All students demonstrated 
progress.

• OLNA preparation classes after school continues to 
ensure our students are given the best possible chance to 
successfully pass. 

• Online Literacy programs - first year of LexiaCore5 with 
Year 7 students. A trial of Education Perfect was conducted 
and this program will be in place for Year 8 and 9 students in 
2018.

• LA staff participated in professional learning on 
‘Differentiating Curriculum’ to ensure we continue to meet 
the individual needs of our students in the best way possible.

• Staff have continued to review our learning programs 
for lower and upper school, being inspired to align our 
pedagogy with the research findings of John Hattie and 
adopting explicit teaching strategies to cater to low literacy 
and EALD student needs.

Focus Area 2018 

• Year 7 English classes dedicate 1 hour per week to 
LexiaCore5 online reading program.

• Utilisation of EAL/D Progress Maps to track language 
acquisition progress.

• Incorporate ESL in the Mainstream strategies in all classes.
• Digital technologies embedded into learning programs for 

engagement, differentiation and inquiry-based learning
• Use Primary School networks to enhance the teaching and 

learning strategies used for underachieving students.
• Support Aboriginal Cultural Standards Framework through 

teaching of Aboriginal perspectives and by making clear to 
students the distinction between Aboriginal English and 
Standard Australian English.

Corrina Markich
Head of English 



Science 
The Science Learning Area team is a highly motivated and 
energetic team. They have worked tirelessly in delivering the 
required WA curriculum Science content (in both Lower and 
Upper School) through the use of various forms of teaching 
strategies. These include the use of technology, experimental 
work and excursions, in order to engage student learning and 
maximise their potential in their respective subjects. 

In 2017 every Science lesson continues to incorporate 
strategies to successfully improve the literacy, numeracy 
and graphing skills of every student via a range of content 
targeted worksheets, activities and use of technology. For 
example, the use of STILE on a trial basis in the later part of 
2017.

The Science team is highly committed in teaching students, 
self-respect, positive learning, classroom behaviour as well as 
study skills. 

The Science Learning Area continues to promote Science at 
DSC through:

• its ongoing Science Quest. 
• liaising with Dianella Primary College (DPC).
• delivery of transition science to grade 5 and 6 students 

from DPC.
• continued support of STEM by availing our science staff, 

labs and equipment for their use.
• value adding to student’s learning by providing content 

targeted excursions to the Zoo, Gwelup lakes, Adventure 
world and Sci tech.

Highlights 
• Year 7-10 results are showing positive trends in the progress 

and development in our students. 
• All programmed lessons incorporate strategies in 

enhancing literacy, numeracy, graphing and laboratory 
skills of each student.

• Year 8 Science students achieved 3rd prize in a state wide 
Solar Challenge competition thanks to the great coaching 
skills of Ms Swain and Mr Virgona.

• Credible results in year 12 ATAR Science courses.
• Science staff available regularly to assist students with 

learning difficulties through use of IEP and targeted 
teaching.

• Decision made not to stream students and create mixed 
ability classes in 2018 in order to minimise classroom 
misbehaviour by students through modelling positive 
working, learning and class room behaviour and thus 
enhance student engagement and positive achievement.

Focus areas 2018

• Updating programmes and assessments in Lower School to 
reflect standardisation across all years.

• Assessments to match SCASA Grade Descriptors.
• PAT testing in order to track progress of every student in 

years 7-10.
• Developing a library of new assessment tasks and work 

sheets. 

Saso Cvetkoski
Head of Science 



Humanities 
and Social 
Science 
In 2018 the HASS department is strongly committed to 

working toward building literacy foundations (Standard 

Inclusions focus) throughout the lower school curriculum. 

This year we introduced a Literacy Assessment that covers 

all strands (Economics, Geography, History and Civics) 

and will be assessed once a term.  This test covers a range 

of spelling words that relate to each topic and a mix of 

comprehension questions. 

This literacy component will be used to map the progress 

of students with an expectation that all students achieve 

high levels of progress. 

Over the past eight months the HASS department has 

continued to build a ‘Literacy Library’ which includes: 

• Apostrophes
• Assessment Task Templates
• Comparing and Contrasting Exercises
• Debating topics
• Definitions and Descriptions
• Essay Writing Tools
• Glossaries
• A literacy Continuum
• Standard Inclusions
• Persuasive writing structures
• Phonics
• Report Style Writing
• Prefixes and Suffixes
• Punctuation
• Root Words
• SCSA Sample Assessments
• Sentence Structure
• Strategies for Low Literacy
• Verbs (HASS Specific)
• Spelling Lists
• Word Jumbles

L e a r n i n g  A r e a  H i g h l i g h t s

Focus Area 2018

• Create a “Numeracy Library” working closely with the 
Mathematics and Science Departments.

• Continue to reassess our assessments – in line with SCSAs 
assessment policy and grade descriptors.

• BME Excursions – Up to two more excursions planned by 
the end of the year.

• Library – All HASS teachers to work closely with the library 
to gain extra resources and to use the resources available to 
us (Examples: TV4Education).

• ANZAC DAY Competition, Remembrance Day 
commemoration, National Economics Comp (Year 9), 
Connect Communities Competitions, Form Competitions 
(Geography and History).

• Canberra Trip 2019 (Civics and Citizenship and History) at 
planning stage with current Year 9s and 8s.

• Race around Campus Yr. 9 (Geography and Economics 
orientated).

• Continued to create more creative and appealing 
assessments for lower school e.g. archaeological digging/ 
World War 1 Conscription/ Medieval Societies etc. 

• Collaborate and reassess assessments and teaching and 
learning with other teachers – especially those that we 
have recently welcomed into the HASS department (Eva 
Cicmirko, Leanne Philippe and Cameron Dean). 

• Work towards getting students engaged and excited about 
HASS.

Alicia Steer 
Teacher in Charge



Physical 
and Health 
Education
Physical and Health Education
 Continuing on from previous successful years in sporting 
and outdoor pursuit fields, Dianella SC school teams and 
curriculum offerings were consolidated and expanded in 2017.  

Highlights for the year include:
• 10 teams in School sport WA competitions with the addi-

tion of Junior Girls AFL.
• 3 Football (soccer) teams in the final 16 of the North Met-

ropolitan competition, 1 going onto the final 8 and another 
to the semi-finals.

• Outdoor Education program expeditions to Margaret River, 
Dwellingup, Rottnest and the Perth Hills. 

• Recipient of the very generous donation of Outdoor educa-
tion equipment from ECU.

• Partnership with Royal Life Saving Society of WA (RLSS-
WA) for the delivery Swim and Survive project to Year 7 to 
10 students.

• Hosting the 6 week RLSSWA CaLD Multicultural swim-
ming lessons on Saturday for community members.

• School Drug Education and Road Aware partnership to 
deliver Parent drug talks and filming students for state wide 
teacher resources.

• Royal Life Saving Society Partnership as well as the Satur-
day morning use of our facilities.

• Keys for life Driver education.
• PARTY program road safety for Year 10’s.
• Multicultural netball.

Focus Area 2018

• Increase the number of students who receive a C grade 
or better.

• Increase participation rates during physical education 
classes.

• Open the weights room for student use after school.
• Investigate the re-entry of the school into the SSWA 

Interschool Swimming Carnival.

Mark Thompson
Head of Health and Physical Education 



Mathematics 
The Mathematics team is committed to helping every student 

successfully learn Mathematics. We have a focus on readiness for 

learning which starts with calm and self-discipline so that every 

student has the opportunity to learn without disruption. 

During 2017 we continued to provide many opportunities for 

students to develop their reasoning abilities through our work 

with RMIT across Australia, and this has extended to all strands 

in Mathematics, geometric, algebraic, proportional, and statistical 

reasoning. 

Highlights 

• NAPLAN 9 results continue to show strong progress between Years 
7 and 9. 

• Focus on literacy including literacy-based assessments in Years 
7 to 10. These may be comprehension, writing sentences with 
punctuation, spelling or other examples.

• Three teams of Year 8 students enjoyed competing in “Have Sum 
Fun Online”.

• Year 7 Transition activities.
• Creditable results in Year 12 ATAR Mathematics courses.
• Homework club – help is always available from Mathematics 

teachers.
• OLNA preparation after school for Year 11 and 12 students.
• Welcome to Lorraine Becker and Sam Charles who are teaching 

some Mathematics this year.

Focus areas 2018

• Continued development of a library of reasoning activities 
to support all Western Australian curriculum objectives in 
Mathematics for all year groups.

• PAT testing, in liaison with Dianella Primary College, to track 
student progress over time in Mathematics.

• Certificate I in Financial Services through Smith Family for Year 10 
students.

Anne Wilson
Head of Mathematics 



The Arts 
The Arts Learning Area wants to engage as many students 

as possible in performance and visual subjects. In order to 

do this, we have concentrated on exposing our students 

to as much performance events and extension activities as 

possible. Some events were conducted for the first time in 

2017 with success.

Highlights 

• Choreography Night and Music on the Green are two such 
events. Both nights were very successful with a full gym for 
Choreography Night and a more relaxed atmosphere with 
families for Music on the Green.

• 2017 also saw the first Performing Arts Tour with Dance 
students attending activities in Sydney that they would not 
normally be exposed to in WA. 

• 2017 saw the addition of Design as an Upper School 
Arts course with students producing the Arts Mag.  This 
magazine highlights all our achievements during that year 
and is given to all transition students. It is located in parts 
of the school such as reception and is given to all transition 
students as part of their DSC package. This magazine 
will become part of the scheme of work for Yr. 11 Design 
students. 

• The Arts staff is committed to exposing our students to as 
many professional performances or exhibitions as possible. 
Media Production and Analysis (MPA) and Drama ATAR 
students attended a symposium for the third year running 
at Notre Dame University.  

• Dance students saw professional performance of “Bungarra” 
Dance Group and others.  Drama attended three theatre 
excursions including “The Diary of Anne Frank” and 
“Blueprint”. Visual Arts students attended “Sculptures by 
the Sea, a Festival of Perth event.

• In partnership with the WA Youth Theatre Company 
(WAYTCo) ran workshops after school which culminated 
in an ensemble performance for Arts Night.  Two of our Yr. 
12 students also performed in “your seven” for the Festival 
Fringe programme.

• Once again, the highlight of our year was the annual Arts 
Night held in Term 3. The number of students participating 
has increased to over 200 in 2017. 

• In terms of addressing literacy and numeracy, the Arts 
Learning Area has developed a separate marking key for 
literacy with extended pieces of writing. We focus on 
reflections, evaluations, reports, reviews, analysis, research, 
short and extended answer forms. Spatial awareness, 
rhythm and beat, elements and principles of design are 
some areas that require numeracy.

Focus Area 2018 

• Run a Performing Arts tour every second year and in 
2018 extending the tour to include Drama students with a 
possibility of extending to Music students into the future.

• Providing extra opportunitites for extension in the Arts 
including after school Dance Club and choir. 

• Establish and refine positive relationships with primary 
feeder schools and the wider community.

Eva Cicmirko
Teacher in Charge 



Technology 
and 
Enterprise 
Highlights 2017

The foci and targets for Technologies in 2017 were:
• Engagement students
• Standards: Literacy: Spelling, grammar, presentation, 

Behaviour : Cooperate, compromise, communicate.
• Achievement –developing an intradepartmental ‘STEM’ 

model of delivery.
• Each curriculum area implemented learning area ‘standard 

inclusions’ as a methodology to try and achieve consistent 
standards, expectations and communication within the 
classroom.

STEM     
• Yr 7 inaugural ECU Scholarship Pathway class.
• Mentor Program to support the scholarship program. 
• Edith Cowan University Program Launch.
• Mila Kaadadjiny Stem Centre: set up commenced to be 

open in 2018
• DSC precinct model of delivery K-12 and the Education 

Support Centre 

Home Economics
• Students happy to contribute ‘preferences/ideas’ for 

cooking.
• Lily Café: increase in students wanting to volunteer to work 

in coffee club Yrs 8-10.
• ‘C’ grade achievement demonstrated an upward trend in 

years 8-10
• Lily Café – functions/hire of venue increasing community 

involvement.     
• Students successfully completed a Cert ll Kitchen 

Operations.

Textiles 
• Fashion show presented at ARTs Night

Design and Technology  
• Engineering and Wood STEM collaborative projects 

demonstrated a greater number of female classes.
• A decrease in the number of classroom withdrawals. 
• Certificate ll Engineering Pathways achievement.

Information Technology
• Robotics course Year 7&8
• Targeted ‘Coding’ curriculum for yr 7&8
• ‘STEM’ awareness and inclusion in curriculum delivery
• STEM vocabulary – literacy strategy

VET
• 6 Certificate ll qualifications delivered: Business, Music, 

Engineering, Sport and Coaching, Information Technology 
and Hospitality.

• Business students reached the finals of the Juststart IT 
Innovation and Startup competition out of 40 participating 
schools.

• NNEI Trade Training Centres: Building and Construction, 
Automotive and Childcare Certificate ll – completion 8 
students.

• Public Sector Trainees – successful completion of 
Certificate ll in Government and full time public sector 
employment for 3 students.

• 4 Full time apprenticeships - 1 hospitality, 1 mechanics, 1 
retail 1 plumbing

• Cert lV in Training and Assessment: 9 staff qualified to 
deliver training.

Focus Area 2018
• Ensure up to date certificate training and compliance.
• Developing an integrated whole school approach to STEM 

delivery. 
• Continue to develop a fluid, flexible and fitting curriculum. 

Paola Pastorelli
Head of Learning Area 



Performance Data 

Year 12 

Dianella Secondary College continues to create 
significant opportunities for students post their 
compulsory education. Whether it is university, 
further training or work our students are given 
every opportunity to be successful. As a school we 
will continue to set both realistic and aspirational 
goals for our students. 

The Year 12 Pathways and VET completion tables 
highlight the fact that all of our students undertook 
and subsequently completed a VET Certificate 
ll or lll irrespective of whether they were also 
ATAR students. The school strongly endorses the 
principle that Senior School students undertake 
a Certificate ll or higher which is reflected in our 
attainment rate of 99%, with only one student 
not successfully completing their Certificate ll 
qualification or achieving an ATAR rank of 55 
or better. It is pleasing to note that four of our 
students gained Certificate lll qualifications off 
site while successfully completing their studies at 
Dianella Secondary College.

There was significant upward movement from 2016 
to 2017 of students achieving their WACE. The 
school’s rate was 93% which compared favourably 
to all government schools (88%) and like schools 
(79%). In large part this was due to ensuring that 
all students undertook a Certificate ll or higher. 
Of those students who did not gain their WACE 
one did not gain 14 ‘C’ grades over Years 11 and 12 
while the others did not pass their OLNA. 

In 2017 there was a significant increase from the 
previous year in the number and percentage of 
students undertaking an ATAR course. Conversely 
there was a drop in the percentage of students 
achieving one or more scaled scores of 75 or better. 
This was attributable to the school having few 
‘high flyers’ and with a disproportionate number 
of students who only managed to achieve a low 
Tertiary Entrance Score. 

The skewing of our ATAR results is reflected more 
clearly in the table displaying the Median ATAR 
which is significantly lower than the previous 
two years, however is on a par with like schools. 
Likewise, comparing the percentages of ATAR 
students in the top, middle and bottom thirds of 
the state cohort we had a higher percentage of 
students in the top third than like schools while 
our middle third was lower and our bottom third 
comparable. 

Year 12 Pathways

Year 12 

Students

ATAR Only ATAR & Cert ii or

Higher

Other

Varified Unvarefied

2017 97 2 

(2.1%)

25 

(25.8%)

56 

(57.7%)

14

 (14.4%)

0 

(0.0%)

2016 86 2

(2.3%)

13

(15.1%)

56

(65.1%)

14 

(16.3%)

1

(1.2%)

Year 12 Student Completing a VET Certificate (during Years 10 to 12)

Certificate I Certificate II Certificate III

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

2017 0  0.0% 77 95.1% 4 4.9%

2016 0 0.0% 69 100% 0 0.0%

WACE Achievement

Percentage of Students Acquiring an ATAR Achieving One or More Scaled Scores of 75 or more

Median Australian Tertiary Admission Rank

Eligible Year 12

Students

Percentage achieving

WACE

2015 95  98%

2016 70 84%

2017 82 93$

Number acquiring 

an ATAR

Number achieving 

one or more scaled 

scores of 75+

Percentage achieving 

one or more scaled 

scores of 75+

2015 25 5 20%

2016 15 5 33%

2017 27 5 19%

School Like Schools WA Public Schools

2015 67 61.6 76

2016 68.8 62.4 78.2

2017 60.3 60.5 78.7

Percentages of students in the top, middle and bottom thirds of the State

STATE ATAR Students

School Like-Schools

2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017

Top 33% 20% 13% 11% 12% 9% 8%

Middle 33% 24% 20% 22% 29% 26% 27%

Bottom 33% 56% 67% 67% 58% 65% 66%



Lower School 
Performance Data

Year 9

The National Assessment Program in 
Literacy and Numeracy assesses all 
students in Australian schools in years 
3, 5, 7 and 9.  Dianella SC students 
completed the testing over a four day 
period in May.  Dianella SC continues to 
take a whole-school approach to literacy 
and numeracy.  This is demonstrated by all 
Learning Areas embedding our “Standard 
Inclusions” into their teaching and 
learning programs.  

Students are scaffolded to better 
understand the literacy and numeracy 
components of all tasks they are presented 
with.  Common writing frameworks, 
editing structures and spelling of subject 
specific vocabulary has contributed to all 
areas in the NAPLAN testing showing 
High Progress and High Achievement 
compared to Like Schools.
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Lower School 
Performance Data

Year 7

In evaluating the NAPLAN results for year 7 
considerations must be given to the fact the 
students have been in a high school environment 
for approximately one term before testing.  Staff 
conduct diagnostic testing upon entry and from 
this data a teaching and learning program in 
Term 1 is focused on developing concepts that are 
needed to progress further.

All Year 7 students are provided additional literacy 
support through the Lexia Learning Program and 
Sound Wave.  In areas of Numeracy, Reading, 
Writing, Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation, 
students maintained above expected performance 
in Year 7.
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Sudent Achievement Targets

Category Target Current Data Progress

NAPLAN
Year 9

% of students gaining a Band 
8 in Reading, Writing and Nu-
meracy in order to pre-qualify 
for OLNA

Reading 25%
Writing 25%
Numeracy 40%

36%
29%
30%

Achieved
Achieved
Not met

OLNA % of students not qualifying 
OLNA by the end of Year 12 
who were enrolled in a WACE 
course.

14% 5% Achieved 

Median ATAR Year 12 median ATAR 68.8 60 Not met

Attainment % of students attaining 
(Cert II or 55 ATAR)

100% 99% 1% off being 
achieved

VET Certificates % of students achieving a 
Cert II or higher

75% 83% Achieved 

WACE 
Achievement 

% of students successfully 
gaining a WACE

86% 93% Achieved 

Attendance % of students who are attend-
ing school 90% and above

87% 85.1% Not met

% of Aboriginal students 
attending 90% and above

70% 67.2% Not met

% of students in the “severe” 
category

8% 11.3% Not met

Behaviour % of suspensions 12% 11% Achieved 



Key Performance Indicators

Priority Key Performance Indicator Achievement

Priority One 
Quality Teaching and 
Learning 

• Using the Leichardt scale each learning area will 
rate the extent to which teacher’s exhibit quality 
teaching practices in accordance with the AITSL 
standards. 

• Learning Area Moderation, coupled with Grade 
Distribution Allocation graphs comparing DSC 
data to like schools, will ensure the consistency of 
grade allocation in accordance with SCSA Judging 
Standards and highlight areas of weakness in 
assessment and reporting.

• Student achievement in Year 9 NAPLAN will 
indicate improvement of 80 points + for Reading, 
Writing and Numeracy. 

All staff have undergone a 
sel-assessment process.

All learning areas undertake a rigorus 
practices in relation to moderation 
and SCSA requirenets. 

While not achieved, year 9 NAPLAN 
results demonstrate “High Progress – 
High Achievement in all categories. 

Priority Two
Success For All Students 

• By the end of 2019 all Learning Areas are 
consistently achieving their improvement targets.

• The school has provided the time and professional 
learning opportunities for staff to implement 
targeted teaching in their classrooms.

• That Learning Areas have conducted one or more 
moderation exercises with samples of student work 
over all grade levels in each Lower School year.

• Student improvement targets, both academic and 
non-academic, are identified under the heading 
“Student Improvement Targets”.

Learning areas are working towards 
this result with LA plans regularly 
evaluated. 

As a whole school we have not met 
this KPI. 

All learning areas conduct multiple 
moderation exercises. 

Students achievement tagets have 
been analysed. 

Priority Three 
A Distinctive and 
Responsive 
Organisation

• Parent, staff and student surveys indicate the extent 
to which they feel the school supports student 
learning, positive behaviour and the promotion of a 
safe and inclusive environment. (Every 2 years)

                       2017                          2019
 
• School Board self-assessment survey will indicate 

increased levels of effectiveness and satisfaction. 

• Student enrolments demonstrate an upward trend.

• Key indicators surrounding attendance, 
engagement and performance for Aboriginal 
students demonstrate and upward trend

Dianella Secondary College 
undertook the National School 
Opinion Survey at the end of 2017 
with feedback from Staff, students and 
parents.
 
 
 School Board Self Assessment was 
distributed during term 1 2018
 
Year 7 2018 enrolments – 105. An 
increase of 30 students from 2017.
 
(See Student Achievement data)



2018 Focus 
• Continue to develop and implement the Aboriginal 

Cultural Standards while engaging students, families 
and the broader community to improve the educational 
outcomes of our students. 

• To source and deliver appropriate and relevant 
professional learning in relation to Aboriginal Education.

• Continue to provide opportunities for families to meet 
through our family engagement committee. 

•  Continue to employ a .1 coordinator to provide support 
and expertise in relation to the implementation of the 
ACSF.

Aboriginal 
Education
Dianella Secondary College is committed to improving the 
educational outcomes for our Aboriginal students while 
supporting families. A range of initiatives and strategies were 
created during the 2017 school year to provide an opportunity 
to work as a community and to foster stronger relationships.

Aboriginal Education 
and Families Forum
Dianella Secondary College, Primary College and the 
Education Support Centre held an Aboriginal Family 
Engagement forum. The forum was designed to develop 
relationships between teachers and families, to facilitate 
conversations about the challenges in both the home and 
school environments and to explore ideas on how to improve 
the education outcomes for Aboriginal students.

It was an opportunity to discuss a range of issues, to better 
understand the challenges our families face and to understand 
the expectations they have of the school. In turn it was a 
fantastic opportunity for the school to convey our own 
expectations such as the importance of attending school as 
much as possible, outline the support mechanisms that we 
have available and to create a positive and trusting working 
relationship. 

After learning more about each other and having an open 
discussion and some debate, the Aboriginal families, teachers 
and principals are committed to working together to explore 
ways to better engage and develop Aboriginal students.

The forum was a huge success with a strong commitment from 
the families and the school to continue to meet on a regular 
basis. 

Aboriginal Cultural 
Standards Framework
Dianella Secondary College and the Education Precinct is 
committed to the implementation of the Aboriginal Cultural 
Standards Framework (ACSF).

This deliberate and responsive approach to set clear 
expectations will provide schools with clear guidelines on how 
we can, as a community, close the performance gap between 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students. 

The appointment of a coordinator to assist in this work 
will provide significant support for staff, students and the 
community. Meetings are held twice a term with a range of key 
personal.



Attendance 
There is compelling evidence that consistent and regular attendance improves the educational outcomes for 
students. Dianella Secondary College invests considerable resourcing into supporting students to be regular 
school attenders. 

With 90% attendance being deemed as “Regular Attendance” our 2017 data indicates we continue to perform 
above like school, however, we are disappointed our results show a slight dip from 2016. 

 As a school we will continue to provide support for students and families in creating the conditions for students 
to be regular school attenders. 

Strategies for Improving Attendance 

• SMS Message system
• On-going communication between student services and families.
• Absentee notices sent home fortnightly
• Information on the importance of attendance in our Newsletters.
• Attendance data analysis to inform strategic interventions.
• A focus on classroom relationships. 
• A focus on appropriate learning programs. 
• Referrals to regional attendance personnel. 
• Case management 

Non-Aboriginal Aboriginal Total

School Like

School

WA Public

School

School Like 

School

WA Public

Schoo

School Like 

School

WA Public

Schoo

2015 89% 87% 89.7% 69.6% 71.4% 68% 87.4% 83.9% 87.9%

2016 87.5% 86.9% 89.5% 61.8% 70.2% 67.4% 85.3% 83.8% 87.7%

2017 86.4% 85.8% 89.7% 69.6% 67.2% 66.6% 85.1% 81.8% 87.8%

Attendance Category

Regular At Risk

Indicated Moderate Severe

2015 66.9% 15.9% 7.5% 9.4%

2016 59.2% 18.3% 12.2% 10.1%

2017 59.3% 20% 9.5% 11.3%

Like Schools 2017 48.1% 22.5% 10% 14.4%

WA Public Schools 2017 62% 20% 11% 7



National School 
Opinion Survey 

National School Opinion Survey 
In 2017 Dianella Secondary College undertook the National School Opinion Survey 
with feedback from staff, students and parents. 

Questions were asked relating to perceptions about student motivation and 
engagement, catering for student learning needs, student behaviour, school 
environment and communication with parents. Respondents were asked to rate items 
using a rating scale of 1 to 5. 

Observation 

• Overall parents responded positively to the survey with 10 out of 14 questions being 
given a 4 or over. 

• A concern was the perception of the way student behaviour is managed from both 
staff and students. This has led to a review of current practices and the creation 
of a Student Services Strategic Plan that will inform procedures and support 
mechanisms more clearly. 

• Staff, students and parents believe that teachers expect students to do their best. 



Teachers at this school expect my child to do his or her best

Teachers at this school provide my child with useful feedback

Teachers at this school treat students fairly

My child feels safe at this school

I can talk to my child’s teachers about my concerns

Student behaviour is well managed at this school

My child likes being at this school

This school looks for ways to improve

This school takes students’ opinions seriously

Teachers at this school motivates my child to learn

My child is making good progress at this school

My child’s learning needs are being met at this school

This school works with me tosupport my child’s learning

This school is well maintained
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(08) 9345 9200

180 Nollamara Ave, Dianella WA 6059

dianella.sc@education.wa.edu.au

www.dsc.wa.edu.au

Facebook - Search  “Dianella Secondary College”

Instagram - @dianellasecondarycollege

Skoolbag App Search “Dianella Secondary College” 

 


